Transformer

Catalog Number: 9T23B2613
Type: QL

50.0 KVA  60 HZ  1 PH  5% IMP
40 C AMB.  150 C RISE  220 C SYSTEM  15-19C

Primary Lines on X1-X2:
- Volt: 189
- Connect: 14-X1-13-X2

Secondary Lines on H1-H4:
- Volt: 120
- Connect: H1-H3, H2-H4

COIL TAP ARRANGEMENT

ENCLOSURE TYPE 2 (IP30). RAINPROOF OF TYPE 3R ENCLOSURE (IP32) WHEN PROVIDED SHIELD 9T18Y4317G06
Outline: 303B904AAP073

IN ACCORDANCE WITH NEC SECTION 450-9, ALLOW AT LEAST SIX INCHES CLEARANCE FOR VENTILATION. CHECK ADDITIONAL NEC AND LOCAL CODES.

GE Consumer & Industrial
NEMA CLASS AA DRY TYPE TRANSFORMER
Meets TP-1 1996 efficiency